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Synopsis 
The problems of illegally parked bicycles have been shifting in a central area from around rail station. In 
order to improve such problem, the activities based on public involvement must be necessary, because there are 
not only many small stores without parking facilities of bicycles, but also many stakeholders such as habitants and 
the store owners and the visitors, who have different interests. However, it is not always revealed the differences 
of interests for using bicycles among them. Then the aims of this study must be to investigate the consciousness of 
each stakeholder in the commercial area in Osaka city. As a result, it became clear that the illegal parked bicycles 
must be the common problem among of them, nevertheless the thinking of community development may be 
different. These interesting findings should be important information to realize the activity based on the public 
involvement. 
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1. Introduction 
The problems of illegally parked bicycles have been shifting in a central area from around rail station 
according to improving the bicycle parking facilities1). Therefore, in the local government, although the 
regulations about the supplying parking facilities with the building was enforced in 2010, it is hard to expect the 
immediate effect. Therefore some urgent solutions must be required. On the other hand, there is the way of 
thinking to use the convenience of the bicycle in the commercial area for community development. However, 
there are various stakeholders such as habitants and the store owners and the visitors, who have different interests.  
Therefore in order to improve such problem, the activities involved such stakeholders to realize the desirable 
community development must be necessary2). 
Then the aims of this study must be to investigate the consciousness of each stakeholder in Horie area of 
Nishi-ku district as a commercial area in Osaka city, in order to improve the common problems concerned with 
illegal parked bicycles. By using the questionnaire survey to the inhabitants, shop owners and/or managers and 
visitors, it may be expected to know the consciousness about “the desirable image of community development”, 
“the achievement of its community development”, “major issues of community development”, and “the way of 
bicycle use”. These findings must be expected to be not only the important information but also realize the 
activities based on the public involvement 
 
2. Outline of Target Area 
Horie area located in city center of Osaka city is 
divided into three zones as the residential zone 
(North-horie(1) and South-horie(1)), the mixture zone 
(North-horie(2) and South-horie(2)) and the commercial 
zone (North-horie(3) and South-horie(3)) by the pattern 
of major land use, as shown in Figure 1. 
There are many illegal parked bicycles in all zones. 
But it must be clear that illegally parked bicycle number 
has increased especially in the commercial zone, as 
shown in Figure 2. 
                                        Fig. 1 Out lone of target area  
(Horie area of Nishi-ku district, Osaka city) 
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Fig. 2 Change of number of illegally parked bicycles by each zone 
 
3. Outline of survey 
In order to investigate the differences of consciousness for community development and thinking way of 
bicycle use by each stakeholder, the questionnaire survey was conducted for residents and store managers in North 
and South horie(3) as the commercial zone and South-horie(2) as the mixture zone. The number of distribution of 
questionnaire sheets and respondents were shown in Table 1. 
The major questionnaire items are individual and household (only residents) attributes, conditions of 
possession and use of bicycles, parking facility, town development (ideal town and degree of achievement of 
ideal) and measures for parking problems as shown in Table 2.  
Table 1 Number of distribution of questionnaire sheets and respondents 
resident store manager
The number
of the distribution
630 households 111 stores
The number
of respondents
60 house holds
(82 persons)
41 stores
The response rate 10% 37%  
Table 2 Major questionnaire items for each stakeholder  
Distribution
method
Distribution
method
・Hearing to managers with cooperation of
    the neighborhood and store manager
・Direct distribution to stores
Collection
method
Recovery
method
・Postal service
・Direct collection
(1)Sex (1)Sex
(2)Age (2)Age
(3)Residence career (3)Store name
(4)Family composition (4)Industry type
(5)Zip code (5)Zip code
(1)Number of own Bicycles (6)Employee number
(2)Preparation of parking space (7)Visitor number
(3)Place of the parking (1)Permission of the bicycle use of the employee
(1)Sex (2)Number of  employee' bicycles
(2)Age (3)Having bicycle parking or not in the store
(3)Occupation (4)Responsible person for cost of bicycle parking facilities
(1)Future vision of town/Development criterion (5)Degree of preparation bicycle parking facilities
(2)Present conditions of the town (1)Future vision of town/Development criterion
(3)Problems of the town (2)Present conditions of the town
(4)Point at issue of illegally parked bicycles (3)Problems of the town
(5)Need of the bicycle use (4)Point at issue of illegally parked bicycles
(6)Reason of the need of the bicycle use (5)Need of the bicycle use
(1)Need of measures for illegally parked bicycles (6)Reason of the need of the bicycle use
(2)Responsible persons/organizations (1)Need of measures for illegally parked bicycles 
(3)Cooperation intention to an activity (2)Responsible persons/organizations
(4)Measures of for illegal parked bicycles (3)Cooperation intention to an activity
(5)Method of preparing bicycle parking facilities (4)Measures of for illegal parked bicycles 
(5-1)Cooperative intention to prepare parking facilities (5)Method of preparing bicycle parking facilities
(5-1)Cooperative intention to prepare parking facilities
(5-2)Cooperative intention to on-road parking facilities
(5-2)Cooperative intention to on-road parking facilities
Question items
for Individuals
Personal
attribute
Town
development Town
development
Measures for
Parking problems
Measures for
Parking problems
Question items
for Household
Household
attribute Personal
attribute
The bicycle use
storage space
The bicycle use
storage space
・Delivering to each house with cooperation of
    the neighborhood association
・Postal service
Main study subject
Resident Store manager
Survey method Survey method
Main study subject
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This survey aims to clarify the differences of the direction of town development, the thinking of bicycle and 
problems of community development. These results may be useful to realize the work shop to deepen mutual 
understandings, and follow the actual activities to improve the bicycle problems based on the public involvement. 
 
4. Way of thinking for community development and the bicycle use 
The conditions of the ideal town for residents must be "safety and security" and "environment for residence", 
while "activity” and "prosperous business condition" must be important to store managers, as shown in Figure 3. 
Furthermore, it was clear that both of stakeholders evaluated their ideals were not enough to achieve, as shown in 
Figure 4. The common one of reasons of insufficient evaluation must be existence of illegal parked bicycles as 
shown in Figure 5. 
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Fig. 3 Conditions of ideal town 
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Fig. 4 Evaluation of achievement of ideal town 
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Fig. 5 Major problems of town 
 
On the other hand, the evaluation of bicycle use are different of them, nevertheless they recognize the 
convenience of bicycle as shown in Figure 6. That is, store managers evaluate the convenience for visitors, while 
residents evaluate the convenience for their shopping.  
Anyway, the illegal parked bicycles must be common problems. Therefore, it should be important to improve 
the problem with keeping the convenience for each stakeholder. 
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Fig. 6 Necessity of bicycle use 
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5. Measures for illegal parking of bicycles based on cooperation of stakeholders 
Both residents and store managers recognize the necessity of measures against illegal parked bicycles, 
nevertheless they evaluate the convenience of bicycle use. Therefore, it must be essential to cooperate to improve 
the problem. As for this issue, both residents and store managers respond the necessity of all stakeholders, while 
they require the governmental measures as shown in Figure 7. This result may mean the possibility of activities 
based on public involvement. Especially, it may be possible to realize the cooperation concerned with sharing cost 
and/or offering space as shown in Figure 8. As an example of measure with cooperation of them, almost 
respondents show the cooperation consciousness of road use for bicycle parking, as shown in Figure 9. This result 
may show the possibility of not only introducing the temporary measure but also realizing the public involved 
activity in near future. 
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Fig. 7 Responsibility of measures against illegal parked bicycles 
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Fig. 8 Methods of cooperation against illegal parked bicycles 
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Fig. 9 Cooperation consciousness of road use for bicycle parking 
 
6. Conclusion and next step 
In this paper, some important findings concerned with illegal parked bicycles as a common problem for 
residents and store managers as different stakeholders in community development. These findings may be 
important information to not only introduce the temporary measure against illegal parked bicycles but also realize 
the continuous activities for community development based on public involvement. 
Therefore, as the next step, it may be expected to hold the workshop with residents, store managers, visitors, 
local government and university members, in order to improve the bicycle problem and town development. 
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